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Purpose: Ion-beam radiography exhibits a significantly lower spatial resolution (SR) compared to x-
ray radiography. This is mostly due the multiple Coulomb scattering (MCS) that the ions undergo in
the imaged object. In this work, a novel technique to improve the spatial resolution in helium-beam
radiography was developed. Increasing helium-beam energies were exploited in order to decrease the
MCS, and therefore increase the SR.
Methods: The experimental investigation was carried out with a dedicated ion-tracking imaging sys-
tem fully composed of thin, pixelated silicon detectors (Timepix). Four helium beams with increasing
energies (from 168.8 to 220.5 MeV/u) were used to image a homogeneous 160 mm PMMA phantom
with a 2 mm air gap at middle depth. An energy degrader (ED) was placed between the rear tracking
system and the energy-deposition detector to compensate for the longer range associated with more
energetic ions. The SR was measured for each beam energy. To take into account the overall impact
on the image quality, the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), the single-ion water equivalent thickness
(WET) precision and the absorbed dose in the phantom were also evaluated as a function of the initial
beam energy. FLUKA Monte Carlo simulations were used to support the conceptual design of the
experimental setup and for dose estimation.
Results: In the investigated energy interval, a total SR increase by around 30% was measured with
increasing beam energy, reaching a maximum value of 0.69 lp/mm. For radiographs generated with
350 lGy of absorbed dose and 220 lm pixel size, a CNR decrease of 32% was found as the beam
energy increases. For 1 mm pixel size, the CNR decreases only by 22%. The CNR of the images was
always above 6. The single-ion WET precision was found to be in a range between 1.2% and 1.5%.
Conclusions: We have experimentally shown and quantified the possibility of improving SR in
helium-beam radiography by using increasing beam energies in combinationwith an ED. A significant
SR increase was measured with an acceptable decrease of CNR. Furthermore, we have shown that an
ED can be a valuable tool to exploit increasing beam energies to generate energy-deposition radio-
graphs.© 2020 The Authors. Medical Physics published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc. on behalf of Ameri-
can Association of Physicists in Medicine. [https://doi.org/10.1002/mp.14051]
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1. INTRODUCTION

The possibility to exploit ion beams for imaging purposes
was already proposed in 19641 and soon afterwards the
first experiment was performed with a proton beam and a
radiographic film.2 Fifty years after the first ion-beam
radiography (iRad), iRads continue to show high contrast
but nonetheless lower spatial resolution (SR) with respect
to x-ray radiographs,3–5 even despite the technological

evolution and improvement of detectors. The limited SR
achievable is still the main challenge today that research
has to address.6 This issue is the result of multiple Cou-
lomb scattering (MCS) that ions undergo while traveling
through the imaged object7: due to interactions between
the ions and the field of target nuclei, the particle paths
deviate from a straight line. This introduces uncertainties
in the reconstruction of the radiographs and degrades the
SR. The challenge of increasing the SR has been
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addressed many times during the past three decades and
the experimental setups over the years have been improved
starting from a simple radiographic films to setups with
dedicated detectors.

In the field of proton radiography (pRad) and computed
tomography (pCT), the common approach adopted by many
groups8,9 nowadays is the single-proton tracking: position-
sensitive detectors are used to measure the directions and
positions of protons impinging and exiting the phantom,
whereas the residual energy, or range, of each ion is detected
by a range telescope, a calorimeter or a combination of the
two.9 For each proton, the particle positions and directions
are detected upstream and downstream of the phantom. This
information is used to reconstruct the most likely path (MLP)
of the proton inside the imaged phantom.10–12 The usage of
MLP algorithms was demonstrated to provide higher SR than
when using straight lines or cubic splines for modeling the
particle paths.13 Then, pRad or pCT images are generated by
processing the reconstructed paths and detected energy infor-
mation.

When heavier carbon ions are used as imaging radiation,
the MCS inside the phantom is often neglected, and the
experimental apparatus consists only of a position-sensitive
detector for residual-energy measurements placed behind the
imaged object.14,15 For carbon-ion imaging, the main limita-
tions are the high dose per ion in the phantom, and the frag-
mentation of primary ions, that leads to a decrease of the
number of transmitted ions. These factors limit the image
quality attainable within an acceptable patient dose.16,17

A helium-ion beam represents a compromise between p
and 12C imaging radiations. Helium ions undergo less MCS
than protons because they are four times heavier, and in addi-
tion, they exhibit less fragmentation and deposit less dose per
ion than carbon ions. In Gehrke et al.,17 radiographs with pro-
tons, helium, and carbon ions were compared directly con-
cerning SR, contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) and absorbed
dose. The CNR is the ratio between the contrast and the noise
of the image, defined as:

CNR ¼ hS1i � hS2ij jffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2S1 þ r2S2

q ; (1)

where hSii and rSi are the mean and the standard deviation of
pixel values in two homogeneous regions of interest (ROIs)
of the image, respectively. Despite the higher SR provided by
carbon ions, helium ions were shown to be the most suitable
candidate for imaging purposes when also taking into
account the CNR of the radiographs at the same clinically
applicable absorbed dose.17

As already mentioned, the usage of single-ion tracking sys-
tems and MLP algorithms can improve the estimation of parti-
cle position inside the phantom, resulting in a higher SR. The
approach to improve the SR investigated in this work is to
increase the initial energy of the imaging beam which would
allow decreasing the MCS experienced by the ions in the
imaged object. For an incoming ion beam in z direction with
no initial lateral and angular spread, the distribution of lateral

displacement (in the perpendicular y direction) after having
crossed a target with radiation length X0 placed between z0
and z1 is approximately Gaussian with the variance11:

r2yðz0; z1Þ ¼
Z2
pE

2
0

c2X0
1þ 0:038 ln

z1� z0
X0

� �2Z z1

z0

ðz1� zÞ2
b2ðzÞp2ðzÞdz;

(2)

where Zp is the charge number of the incoming ion and p(z)
and b(z) are the momentum and velocity of the ion at depth z
inside the target. E0 is an empirical constant equal to
13.6 MeV. Because of the ðb2ðzÞp2ðzÞÞ�1 dependence in the
integral, increasing the initial energy of the ions has the effect
of decreasing the lateral displacement of ions in the phantom.
Therefore, an increase in SR is expected with increasing
beam energies.3 This effect was experimentally and systemati-
cally investigated in this study for the first time. A single-ion
tracking prototype system for iRad18 was used to image a
head-sized PMMA phantom with increasing beam energy. A
sole increase in beam energy would lead to a severe loss of
image contrast and WET resolution. This happens because a
deeper position of the Bragg peak is associated with higher
initial energies and the deployed apparatus exploits the steep
rising part of the Bragg peak at a thin energy detector as
source of contrast (see Section 2.A). Therefore, a technique
was developed to overcome this obstacle. An energy degrader
(ED) (copper slab) was integrated into the apparatus in front
of the energy-deposition detector. The thickness of the ED
increases as the beam energy increases ensuring that the steep
rising part of the Bragg peak stays at the energy-deposition
detector. To assess the effectiveness of this technique for the
investigated energy interval, the fundamental image properties
SR, CNR, and absorbed dose were evaluated. The precision
of the system in measuring water equivalent thickness (WET)
was also evaluated. Monte Carlo simulations were performed
to support the optimization of the beam energy and of the ED
thickness and for dose estimation.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A. Imaging apparatus and acquisition technique

In this work, a single-ion imaging system recently devel-
oped within the Heidelberg Institute for Radiation Oncol-
ogy17,18 was used. For each ion that crosses the whole
detection system, the position, the direction and the time of
arrival are measured before impinging and after exiting the
imaged object. Then, the energy deposition in an additional
thin detector is measured. The different WETs of the imaged
object are measured as different energy depositions. In order
to optimize the sensitivity to small WET changes, the steep
rising part of the Bragg curve has to be positioned at the
detector for energy-deposition measurements. If this operat-
ing principle is satisfied, the steep rising part of the Bragg
curve can be exploited as source of contrast and small WET
differences are translated into relatively high differences in
energy depositions measured by the detector (Fig. 1).
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In this investigation, the initial energy of the helium beam
was increased in three steps, from 168.8 MeV/u up to
220.5 MeV/u to decrease MCS, which potentially leads to
an improvement of SR. For the given phantom, 168.8 MeV/u
is the beam energy that satisfies the operating principle (see
findings in Section 3.A), whereas 220.5 MeV/u is currently
the maximum energy for helium ions available at the accel-
erator of the Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Center. Other
expected effects related to increasing beam energies are a
decrease in the absorbed dose in the imaged object and an
increase in the energy-loss straggling and of the range strag-
gling. These effects were quantified in Section 3.C. The
increase of the beam energy leads also to a deeper position
of the Bragg peak along the beam axis. To compensate for
this effect, an ED was placed in front of the energy-deposi-
tion detector. The optimization of the ED thickness with
respect to the beam energy was carried out through MC
simulations (Section 3.A). The ideal properties of the ED
should include a high relative stopping-power (RSP), a good
and precise machinability, and a reasonable price. The high
RSP is required to keep the thickness of the ED as thin as
possible to maximize the geometrical acceptance, since
MCS also takes place in the ED. Five candidate materials
were investigated in order to choose the best one for the
experimental application: water, PMMA, lead, tungsten, and
copper. Water and PMMA were discarded because of their
low RSP. Lead exhibits difficulties in the achievable preci-
sion of the machinability. Tungsten is relatively expensive
and improvements with respect to copper (Cu) are only
minor. Therefore, EDs made of Cu (purity higher than 99%)
were used in the experiments.

The apparatus is one of the first iRad systems worldwide
fully composed of pixelated silicon detectors (another exam-
ple can be found in Pettersen et al.19). All the deployed

detectors are Timepix, which were purchased from ADVA-
CAM s.r.o., Prague, Czech Republic. The Timepix is a semi-
conductor detector developed at CERN by the Medpix2
Collaboration.20 The deployed detectors consist of a sensitive
silicon layer with an area of 1.4 cm 9 1.4 cm and a thick-
ness of 300 lm that is bump-bonded to a thinned read-out
chip, which is 100 lm thick. The detector is divided into
256 9 256 pixels, with a pitch of 55 lm. A bias voltage of
10 V and a frame duration of 1 ms were used during the
experiments as suggested in Gehrke et al.21 Each detector can
measure the time of arrival (time-mode) or the deposited
energy (energy-mode) of the impinging particle.

As depicted in Fig. 2, the six Timepix detectors are
arranged in 3 modules:

1. Two modules, called trackers in the following, that
measure the position, the direction and the time of arri-
val of each particle impinging and exiting the phantom.
The front tracker consists of detectors #1 and #2,
whereas the rear tracker consists of detectors #3 and
#4. These detectors work in time-mode.

2. One module for energy-deposition measurement:
detector #5 works in energy mode and measures the
energy deposited in the sensitive layer by each ion. To
do so, a pixelwise calibration of the detector response
was used.22 Due to the lack of time information in
energy-mode, the detector #5 had to be coupled with
an additional detector (#6), that works in time-mode
and measures the ions’ time of arrival on this module.

Within each module, the two respective detectors are
approximately 3.5 mm apart. The distances from the phan-
tom surfaces were 2.9 and 4.4 cm for the detector #2 and #3,
respectively. Each module is connected to its own read-out

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration (not to scale) of the operating principle of the apparatus. The green line is the Bragg curve (with respect to the dashed lines) corre-
sponding to ions that had crossed the air gap. The blue line is the Bragg curve of ions that had not crossed the air gap, and had lost more energy in the phantom.
The two different energy depositions measured by the detector are highlighted with arrows. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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interface.23 The three read-out interfaces are connected to a
synchronization unit [Fig. 2(b)] in order to allow the tracking
of ions all along the apparatus. Each read-out interface is then
connected via USB2.0 to the PC, which is used to control the
detectors by the software package Pixet.24

In previous publications,17,18 the performance of the system
was evaluated using a PMMA edge phantom (160 mm thick
with an air gap of 1 mm placed in the middle) with a
168.8 MeV/u helium beam, reaching a density resolution of
0.6% and an average SR of 0.5 lp/mm. In these publications,
only five Timepix detectors were used and the detector work-
ing in energy mode was integrated in the rear tracker module.
In this work, the energy deposition detector had to be arranged
in a new module with the detector #6 in order to make room
for the ED [dashed box in Fig. 2(a)]. The ED was placed
between the rear tracker and energy-deposition modules, so
that the ions exiting the phantom are tracked at high velocity,
before they were slowed down and scattered by the ED.
Another change made with respect to previous publications is
that the thickness of the air gap in the phantom was increased
to 2 mm in order to decrease the relative image noise and thus
have a more precise estimation of the SR. Otherwise, the
phantom remained unchanged in order to enable reproducible
and standardized measurements of SR and CNR, which can
be difficult in anthropomorphic phantoms.

The measurements were performed at the Heidelberg Ion
Beam Therapy Center (HIT).25 The imaging apparatus was
positioned in front of a fixed horizontal beamline, with detec-
tor #5 at the isocenter. Helium beams with four different ener-
gies were used (168.8, 185.3, 202.4 and 220.5MeV/u). In
order to avoid signal pile-up, the mean fluence rate of the
beam was reduced to be in the order of 4 � 104He-ions/s/cm2.
A beam focus of 10 mm (FWHM) was used.

2.B. Monte Carlo Simulations

Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations were used both to opti-
mize experimental parameters and to estimate the absorbed

dose in the imaged object. The apparatus and the beam were
implemented using the FLUKA code.26,27 The structure of
each detector was simulated in accordance to Gehrke et al.21

The sensitive layer and the read-out chip were simulated as
silicon slabs with thicknesses of 300 and 100 lm, respec-
tively. The two slabs were connected through a 256 9 256
matrix of spheres of 25 lm diameter, made of a tin–lead
alloy. The helium beam was modeled with lateral dimensions
of 1.4 cm 9 1.4 cm. The beam origin was positioned
140 cm upstream of detector #3 in negative z direction [see
Fig. 2(a)], according to the experimental setup. The ions were
generated with a direction parallel to the z-axis and a momen-
tum spread of 0.1%.28

The simulations of the whole experimental setup were
used to optimize the beam energy and the ED thickness in
order to satisfy the operating principle of the system. For
beam energies of around 170 MeV/u, no ED is required,
and the relative position between the Bragg peak and detec-
tor #5 was adjusted by changing just the beam energy. In
this case, the beam energy was varied in the range 167.1–
170.6 MeV/u in seven steps according to the discrete energy
values available at the HIT accelerator. In the scenarios
where the beam energy is higher and an ED is required, the
relative position between the Bragg peak and detector #5
was adjusted by changing the ED thickness at a fixed beam
energy. For the three energies used (185.3, 202.4 or
220.5 MeV/u), an initial guess of the copper-ED thickness
was made using the SRIM software29 and then it was varied
in a range of �8 mm. For each simulation, the number of
simulated primary helium ions was fixed to 106, the radio-
graph of the edge phantom was reconstructed and the CNR
was taken as figure of merit to evaluate if the operating prin-
ciple was satisfied.

Additional simulations were performed to estimate the
mean energy deposition per ion and the fluence as function
of the penetration depth in silicon. The same helium beams
described before to simulate the radiographs were used. The
obtained curves were used in Section 3.A to visualize the

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic illustration (not to scale) of the radiography apparatus with the 2 mm gap to be imaged. The dashed box indicates the location of the ED,
when deployed. (b) Picture of the experimental apparatus in the experimental room of the Heidelberg Ion Beam Therapy Center facility. [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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operating principle and to explain the relationship between
the beam energy and the CNR of the final radiograph.

2.C. Data processing

The chain of data processing used to reconstruct iRads
was introduced in earlier papers17,18 and will be briefly
described in the following.

First, based on the raw data from each detector, signals
due to helium ions are identified and kept, whereas signals
due to fragments and detector artifacts are rejected.18 The
importance of fragment identification in helium beam imag-
ing and further approaches for different detector designs can
be found in other literature.30 For further analysis, in particu-
lar the dose estimation, it is necessary to define a quantity
that relates the number of incoming helium ions (NDet1 = he-
lium signals on detector #1) to the number of primary ions
that crossed the full apparatus (NDet6 = helium signals on
detector #6). This quantity was called transmission effi-
ciency:

gT ¼ NDet6

NDet1
: (3)

Then, signals from different detectors due to the same
helium ion have to be properly matched, in order to track ions
along all the detection system. The matching of signals is ini-
tially performed between the detectors#1, #2, #3, #4 and #6
using a coincidence window of 400 ns. Subsequently, the
matching process is extended to detector #5. The matching
between signals recorded by detector #5 and detector #6 is
based on the spatial information: a spatial window of 1.1 mm
was used to compare impinging position of a helium ion on
the two detectors. If signals caused by the same crossing
helium ion are matched through all the six detectors, the
event is called matched event. The matching efficiency of the
whole process is defined as:

gM ¼ Nmatch

NDet6
; (4)

where Nmatch is the total number of matched events. The
matching efficiency gM depends mostly on the incoming flu-
ence rate of the helium ions: higher fluence rates lead to a
higher number of pile-ups. These signals will be rejected dur-
ing the signal identification and therefore the number of can-
didates for the matching will be reduced.

For each tracked ion, the path inside the phantom is recon-
structed using the positions and directions measured by the
front and the rear trackers. In this work, an approximation of
the most likely path (MLP) for ions inside homogeneous tar-
gets by Fekete et al.31 was used. The path is reconstructed
with a third degree polynomial with optimized coefficients
depending on the mean range of particles impinging onto the
target and the total WETof the target.

The images are generated using a back-propagation algo-
rithm called “along path reconstruction” (APR).17 Examples
of similar algorithms that exploit the ion path and residual
range for image reconstruction can be found in Schneider

et al.32 and in Fekete et al.33 For each measurement, the
radiographs were reconstructed using a pixel size of 220 lm.
In ion-beam treatment planning, x-ray CTs with 1mm pixel
resolution and with 3 mm slice resolution are used.34 In order
to give CNR values for this therapy-relevant pixel size, radio-
graphs were also reconstructed with 1 mm pixel size.

2.D. Image analysis

The fundamental quantities for evaluating the image qual-
ity are CNR and SR. For clinical application, also the dose
delivered to the patient to obtain radiographs needs to be
taken into account. The CNR of an image depends on the
noise and consequently on the number of ions used to recon-
struct the radiograph, which in turn is proportional to the
imaging dose. Therefore, a fair comparison of the CNR of
images obtained with different beam energies (EBeam)
requires radiographs with the same amount of absorbed dose.
The dose was fixed to 350 lGy, a typical dose for a diagnos-
tical x-ray head radiograph.18,35 The number of matched
events (Nmatch) corresponding to this dose level was estimated
as follows:

Nmatch ¼ 350lGy
Dion

� gT � gM ; (5)

where gM is the matching efficiency, gT is the transmission
efficiency and Dion is the dose per primary helium ion. The
gM and gT were estimated experimentally, whereas the Dion

in MC simulations. As explained in Section 2.C, the match-
ing efficiency gM depends on the fluence rate of the beam,
which can slightly fluctuate. For the nonstandard settings
deployed to achieve a low fluence rate beam, the standard
deviation of the fluence rate was found to be up to 30%. In
order to avoid a deterioration of the results by this source of
uncertainty, the mean matching efficiency of the four mea-
surements (60%) was used for all beam energies. The trans-
mission efficiency gT, which is particularly dependent on the
beam energy, was evaluated for each measurement. For each
beam energy, eight radiographs were reconstructed using the
same number of helium ions NmatchðEBeamÞ. In each radio-
graph, the CNR was measured using regions of interest in the
two homogeneous parts of the image. In the end, the CNR
and its uncertainty were evaluated as the mean of the eight
CNR values and the standard uncertainty of the mean.

Furthermore, to make results comparable to other detec-
tion systems, the single-ion WET precision36 was evaluated
as:

rWET ;ið%Þ ¼ rEdep;iðMeVÞ
lWET ;iðmmÞ �

DlWETðmmÞ
DlEdep

ðMeVÞ � 100; (6)

where the index i = {1,2} refers to the homogeneous ROI of
the radiograph with the lower, higher WET, respectively;
rEdep;i and rWET ;i are the standard deviations of the distribu-
tions of single-ion energy depositions and WETs in the i-th
ROI, respectively; lEdep;i and lWET ;i denote the corresponding
means; DlWET=DlEdep

is an approximated calibration factor,
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calculated as the ratio between the differences of the mean
WETs and energy depositions of the two homogeneous
regions of the radiographs. The approximation of taking the
mean slope of the interval as calibration factor (instead of the
actual slope of the calibration function) leads to an underesti-
mation and overestimation of the WET precision in ROI 1
and 2, respectively. However, these two values provide a
range for the single-ion WET precision for each beam
energy.

For the evaluation of the SR, the edge was slightly tilted
and the oversampling technique37,38 was used to extract the
edge profile. For each beam energy, the whole set of acquired
data (around 4.1 � 105 events) was used to reconstruct a sin-
gle radiograph in order to obtain the least noisy profile. The
edge profile was fitted and processed as described in Gehrke
et al.17 to obtain the modulation transfer function (MTF). The
SR was evaluated as the value of the spatial frequency at
which the MTF is at 10% of its maximum value. The error on

the SR was evaluated by propagating the uncertainty of the fit
parameters (confidence interval of 68%).

3. RESULTS

3.A. Optimization of the beam energy and the ED
thickness

The experimental setup was simulated (see Section 2.B) to
choose the beam energies and the corresponding ED thick-
nesses which satisfy the operating principle (Fig. 1). In
Figs. 3(a)–3(d) the CNR of the simulated radiographs was
plotted for the four scenarios investigated: without ED (with
variable beam energy) and for Ebeam equal to 185.3, 202.4,
and 220.5 MeV/u (with variable ED thickness). For each sce-
nario, a broad peak of the CNR is visible.

Figures 4(a)–4(c) show the Bragg and the fluence curves
simulated in silicon for Ebeam equal to 170.6, 166.6, and

FIG. 3. (a) For the setup without energy degrader (ED), the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) of the edge phantom images is plotted as a function of EBeam (reversed
energy scale). (b–d) For EBeam equal to 185.3 MeV/u (b), 202.4 MeV/u (c) and 220.5 MeV/u (d), the CNR is plotted as a function of the ED thickness.

FIG. 4. Illustration of how the position of the Bragg peak with respect to the energy detector can influence the contrast-to-noise ratio of the final radiograph. The
mean energy deposition per ion (black line) and the fluence curve (red dashed line) in silicon are shown for three different beam initial energies. In the corre-
sponding radiographs, the mean energy depositions in the energy-deposition detector (det.#5) are shown as green points for helium ions that had crossed the air
gap and as blue points for helium ions that had not. The corresponding points are highlighted on the fluence curve. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelib
rary.com]
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168.8 MeV/u. In the radiographs simulated with these beam
energies, the mean energy depositions in detector 5 were eval-
uated for ions that did and did not cross the air gap. For each
beam energy, these values were highlighted on the energy-
deposition curve and the corresponding points were marked
on the fluence curve. It can be seen that the beam energy of
170.6 MeV/u [Fig. 4(a)] is too high for the particular phan-
tom. The two mean energy depositions are not in the steepest
rising part of the Bragg curve, leading to relatively low con-
trast (CNR = 6.2). A beam energy of 166.6 MeV/u [Fig. 4(b)]
is too low: despite that both mean energy depositions are
located on the steep part of the Bragg curve, the corresponding
fluence significantly drops. Therefore, the radiograph exhibits
high noise, resulting in a low CNR (CNR = 2.4). The beam
energy is properly adjusted at 168.8 MeV/u [Fig. 4(c)]: the
energy-deposition measurement is performed in the steep part
of the Bragg curve and right before the fluence drop. In this
condition, the operating principle is satisfied and the optimal
CNR is reached (CNR = 11.0). An effect that has to be under-
lined is that the CNR decrease due to the fluence drop is stee-
per than the one due to the too high beam energy. In Fig. 3,(a)
a reverse x-axis was used in order to be consistent with
Figs. 3(b)–3(d), and have the CNR decrease due to the fluence
drop on the right side of the CNR peak.

According to the CNR peaks in Figs. 3(a)–3(d) and to the
possibilities of ED machinability, the optimal combinations
of beam energies and ED thicknesses were chosen (Table I).
For the setup without ED [Fig. 3(a)], the two maximal points
are comparable within the error. We have chosen the beam
energy of 168.8 MeV/u in order to have a more robust

optimization, that is, measuring under conditions that have a
reduced probability of a drastic CNR decrease due to the flu-
ence drop in case of discrepancies between simulations and
experiments.

3.B. Spatial resolution

The experiments were performed using the four combinations
of initial energy and ED thickness listed inTable I. The measured
SR as a function of EBeam is shown in Fig. 5 as a black line. A
monotonic increase in the SR is observed. A total increase of
(29 � 5)% [from (0.54 � 0.01) lp/mm to (0.69 � 0.02) lp/mm]
was measured when the beam energy increased from 168.8 to
220.5 MeV/u. The results from measurements were also com-
pared with FLUKA MC simulations. The simulated SR as a
function of Ebeam is shown in Fig. 5 as a red dotted line. A SR
increase of (34 � 4)% [from (0.54 � 0.01) lp/mm to
(0.72 � 0.01) lp/mm) is found when the energy is increased
from 168.8 to 220.5 MeV/u. The simulated and the measured
points are in agreement within their uncertainties.

3.C. Contrast-to-noise ratio and absorbed dose

The number of matched events required to reconstruct
images with the same absorbed dose was estimated for each
beam energy through Eq. (5). The values of the quantities
involved are listed in Table II.

For radiographs with 220 lm pixel size and at the same
absorbed dose of 350 lGy, the CNR as a function of the
beam energy is shown in Fig. 6(a) as a black line. A total
CNR decrease of (32 � 2)% is visible when the beam energy
increases from 168.8 to 220.5 MeV/u. The radiograph with
the lowest measured CNR is shown in Fig. 6(b) and is
obtained with a beam energy of 220.5 MeV/u, an absorbed
dose of 350 lGy and a pixel size of 220 lm.

The CNR decrease is due to the decrease in the difference
between the two mean energy depositions hS1i � hS2ij j and

TABLE I. The investigated energies of the helium beam and the correspond-
ing optimal thicknesses of the copper energy degrader.

EBeam (MeV/u) 168.8 185.3 202.4 220.5

ED thickness (mm) 0 5.85 12.15 19.16

FIG. 5. Spatial resolution as a function of the beam energy for measurements (black line) and simulations (red dotted line). Relative spatial resolution increases
are reported in the black and red box, respectively. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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to the increase in the energy-deposition stragglingffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2S1 þ r2S2

q
. With increasing beam energy in the investigated

interval, the energy deposition difference decreases by
(23 � 2)%, whereas the straggling increases by (14 � 4)%.
These two effects contribute by approximately 60% and 40%
to the observed CNR decrease, respectively. In the clinically
relevant scenario where images are reconstructed with a pixel
size of 1 mm, the CNR was evaluated and depicted as a func-
tion of the beam energy with a red dotted line in Fig. 6(a). In
this case, the CNR is always higher than for images with
220 lm pixel size. This is due to the increased number of
ions in each of the bigger pixels, which consequently leads to
a decreased noise of the image. Because of this, for larger
pixels the increase of the straggling plays a marginal role, and
the total CNR decrease of (22 � 6)% is almost completely
(contribution close to 100%) due to the decrease of the differ-
ence between the two mean energy depositions.

3.D. Single-ion WET precision

The single-ion WET precision (Section 2.D) for both ROIs
rWET ;1 and rWET ;2 and their mean rWET are summarized in
Table III. The mean single-ion WET precision increases from
1.16% to 1.48% in the investigated energy interval.

4. DISCUSSION

In this work, a novel technique was developed in order to
increase the spatial resolution of helium-beam radiography.
The beam energy was increased to decrease the amount of
MCS within the imaged object and an ED was placed
between the rear tracking system and the energy-deposition
detector to compensate for the increasing range of ions. The
Monte Carlo simulations were performed to optimize the
beam energy and the ED thickness. The results have shown
that the CNR of the radiograph can be used to determine
whether or not the operating principle of the experimental
apparatus is satisfied. Having the steep rising part of the
Bragg peak at the energy-deposition detector ensures high
sensitivity to small WET changes but also a limited range of
measurable WETs. As shown in Figs. 4(a)–4(c), this is due to
the relative position of the Bragg peak and fluence drop with
respect to the energy-deposition detector.

Another finding of this study is that the range of measur-
able WET depends on the beam energy. As shown in
Figs. 3(a)–3(d), the CNR peak becomes broader when the
beam energy increases. When using a beam energy of
168.8 MeV/u and no ED, the CNR is constant (within �5%
of the maximum value) in an interval of 1.3 MeV/u, that cor-
responds approximately to a WET of 2.6 mm. When using a
beam energy of 220.5 MeV/u and an ED of 19.16 mm, the
CNR is almost constant in an interval of 0.94 mm of copper,
which approximately corresponds to a WETof 5.6 mm.

TABLE II. Matching efficiency, transmission efficiency and dose per primary
ion as a function of the helium-beam energy. The number of matched events
required for radiographs with the same amount of absorbed dose (350 lGy)
is calculated using Eq. (5).

EBeam (MeV/u) 168.8 185.3 202.4 220.5

gM (%) 60 60 60 60

gT (%) 33.5 35.6 34.7 33.3

Dion (nGy)] 1.986 1.686 1.511 1.379

Nmatch (103) 35.4 44.3 48.2 50.8

FIG. 6. (a) Contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) as a function of the beam energy for radiographs with the same absorbed dose 350 lGy). The radiographs were recon-
structed using 1 mm pixel size (red dotted line) and 220 lm pixel size (black line). The relative decreases of CNR are shown in boxes of the corresponding color.
(b) The radiograph with the lowest CNR (CNR = 6). It was measured with a beam energy of 220.5 MeV/u, an absorbed dose of 350 and 220 lm pixel size.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE III. Single-ion water equivalent thickness (WET) precision for regions
of interest 1, 2 and their mean as a function of the beam energy.

EBeam (MeV/u) 168.8 185.3 202.4 220.5

rWET;1ð%Þ 1.11 1.22 1.31 1.43

rWET;2ð%Þ 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.52

rWET ð%Þ 1.16 1.26 1.36 1.48
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An additional important benefit of using a higher beam
energy is that the ED provides a safety margin, which pre-
vents a change in the Bragg peak position into the patient in
case of a significant WET change with respect to the planning
CT. No significant activation of the ED above background
levels was detected by the radiation safety commissioner after
8 h of experimentation.

A relevant increase in SR can be obtained through the
increase in the beam energy and the usage of an ED. The ED
was positioned between the rear tracker and the energy-depo-
sition detector. The advantage of having faster ions is fully
exploited by the trackers, before the ions are scattered and
slowed down by the ED. To the authors’ knowledge, this is
the first time that an ED is used to improve the SR in such a
way. Good agreement was found between the simulated and
measured values. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the
SR of 0.69 lp/mm measured in this work for a beam energy
of 220.5 MeV/u is the highest SR for helium-beam imaging
that can be found in the literature.17,30,39

For radiographs reconstructed with the same absorbed
dose, the CNR showed a monotonic decreasing behavior with
increasing beam energy. The decrease is more severe when
small pixel sizes are used to reconstruct the radiographs.
Despite the decrease, for a pixel size of 220 lm the CNR was
measured to be always above 6 and, according to the Rose cri-
terion,40 the edge could be always resolved. For a pixel size of
1 mm, the CNR was always above 11, suggesting that in a
clinical scenario the dose could be further reduced below
350 lGy maintaining an acceptable image quality.

The calculated single-ion WET precision is particular sui-
ted for making a comparison to other proton/ion-imaging
detection systems with respect to WET resolution. The sin-
gle-ion WET precision measured in this study ranges
between 1.16% for the lowest beam energy and 1.48% for the
highest. For similar WETs, other single-ion WET precision
values that can be found in literature for proton detection sys-
tems are 1.6%,36 2.2%,41 2.7%,42 3.8%.32 This translates to a
single helium-ion precision of 0.8% to 1.9%. Since the novel
technique using the highest beam energy and the thickest ED
still provides a precision of 1.48% that is within this range,
the observed shortfalls in WET precision for thicker EDs can
be acceptable in order to increase the SR for certain situations
in an envisaged clinical application. Furthermore, it was
recently shown41 that for heterogeneous objects with irregular
surfaces MCS can be a dominant contribution to image noise.
In this respect, the MCS decrease achieved thanks to the pro-
posed technique could be beneficial not only for the SR, but
also for the CNR. It can be speculated that this effect can par-
tially compensate the CNR decrease observed in this study.
This could not be observed in this study due to the simplified
geometry of the deployed phantom. This limitation does not
allow a conclusion on how the detection system would per-
form in cases of irregular surfaces and heterogeneities.

An additional limitation of the imaging system is the afore-
mentioned range of measurableWETs. To overcome this limita-
tion, a beam with variable optimized energy could be used to
image a phantom with WET modulations that exceed the

dynamic range of the apparatus. The area to be imaged can be
divided into regions of around 2 cm2 and, if in such a small
region theWETmodulation is <6 mm, an optimal beam energy
can be chosen. A prior estimation of the region-by-region WET
could be obtained by the x-ray CT that was previously acquired
in the clinical workflow. In this way, a radiograph of objects
with large WET modulation can be achieved. The technique
deploying variable optimized energies would have also the
advantage that only one ED plate is required, because the CNR
optimization is reached via beam energy adjustment.

The developed technique helped to overcome one of the
limitations of the previous apparatus.17 In fact without an ED
and for a given phantom thickness, there is only a narrow
window of beam energies which satisfies the operating prin-
ciple [as shown in Fig. 3(a)]. By deploying an ED, it is
instead possible to exploit all the higher beam energies. The
usage of an ED is of particular interest for setups using thin
energy-deposition detectors. However, the relevance of the
method is not restricted to such setups: it is also applicable to
other single-ion tracking systems, for example, deploying a
range telescope or a residual-energy detector, provided that
there is a possibility to accommodate the ED between the rear
tracker and the range telescope or residual-energy detector.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a technique for improving the SR of helium-
beam radiography was developed.

An edge phantom 160 mm thick with a 2 mm air gap at
middle depth was imaged using helium beams of increasing
energy between 168.8 and 220.5 MeV/u. To compensate for
the increasing range of ions, an energy degraded (ED) was
implemented in an ion-imaging apparatus for the first time.
Monte Carlo simulations were used to optimize the relationship
between beam energy and ED thickness. It was shown that the
contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) of simulated radiographs can be
used to precisely adjust the steep rising part of the Bragg curve
at the energy-deposition detector, and therefore optimize the
WET sensitivity during measurements. For image quality
assessment, the radiographs were reconstructed from both mea-
sured and simulated data for the four increasing beam energies.
The SR as a function of the increasing beam energy exhibits a
monotonically rising behavior in the investigated energy range.
A significant SR increase of 29% [from (0.54 � 0.01) lp/mm
to (0.69 � 0.02) lp/mm] was measured for the whole beam-
energy interval investigated, while from simulations, an SR
increase of 34% was expected. An agreement between the sim-
ulated and the measured SR values was found within the uncer-
tainty. The CNR was evaluated on radiographs generated with
a clinically relevant absorbed dose (350 lGy). A total decrease
of CNR by 32% was measured for radiographs with 220 lm
pixel size. In the case of 1 mm pixel size, the CNR decreased
by 22%. Despite the decrease, the CNRwas found to be always
above 6 and the imaged inhomogeneity could be always clearly
resolved. A single-ion WET precision better than 1.48% was
reached for all measurements. In conclusion, this work demon-
strated experimentally that by deploying higher helium-beam
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energies and an ED, an increase in SR can be achieved with an
acceptable CNR decrease.
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